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I. INTRODUCTION 

Metric fixed point theory plays an important role in mathematics and applied sciences. Some 
generalizations of the usual notion of a metric space have been proposed by several authors. One such 
generalization is a G -metric space initiated by Mustafa and Sims [11]. Moreover, they presented several 
interesting and useful facts about G -metric spaces, illustrated with appropriate examples. Thereafter, a 
series of articles about G -metric spaces have been dedicated to the improvement of fixed point theory. In 
1997, Alber and Guerre-Delabriere [2] introduced the concept of weakly contractive mappings in Hilbert 
spaces and proved some fixed point theorems in this setting. Rhoades [16] showed that most of the results 
claimed by Alber and Guerre-Delabriere [2] are also valid for any metric spaces. In a very recent paper [1], 
the author established some fixed point theorems for mappings satisfying generalized weakly contractive 
conditions in G -metric spaces. In this work, we obtain sufficient conditions for existence of points of 
coincidence and common fixed points for a pair of self mappings in G -metric spaces under weakly 
contractive conditions related to altering distance functions. Our results generalize and extend some results 
of [1], [4], [12], [13], [16], [20]. Finally, some examples are presented to illustrate our results. 

II. PRELIMINARIES 

We present some basic definitions and useful results for G -metric spaces that will be needed in the 
sequel. 

Definition 2.1.[11] Let X  be a nonempty set, and let  RXXXG : be a function satisfying the 
following axioms: 

,0),,()( 1 zyxifzyxGG   
,,,),,,(0)( 2 yxwithXyxallforyxxGG   

,,,,),,,(),,()( 3 yzwithXzyxallforzyxGyxxGG   
),var(),,(),,(),,()( 4 iablesthreeallinsymmetryxzyGyzxGzyxGG   

XazyxallforzyaGaaxGzyxGG  ,,,),,,(),,(),,()( 5 (rectangle inequality). 
Then the function G  is called a generalized metric, or, more specifically a G -metric on X , and the pair 

),( GX  is called a G -metric space. 
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Proposition 2.2.[11] Let ),( GX  be a G -metric space. Then for any ,,, zyx  and Xa , it follows that 
,0),,()1( zyxthenzyxGif   

),,,(),,(),,()2( zxxGyxxGzyxG   
),,,(2),,()3( xxyGyyxG   

),,,(),,(),,()4( zyaGzaxGzyxG   

 ,),,(),,(),,(
3
2),,()5( zyaGzaxGayxGzyxG   

).,,(),,(),,(),,()6( aazGaayGaaxGzyxG   
 
Definition 2.3.[11] Let ),( GX  be a G -metric space, let )( nx  be a sequence of points of X , we say that  

)( nx  is G -convergent to x  if 0),,(lim
,


 mnmn

xxxG ; that is, for any 0 , there exists  Nn 0  such that 

),,( mn xxxG  for all 0, nmn  . We refer to x  as the limit of the sequence )( nx  and xxn  . 
 
Proposition 2.4.[11] Let ),( GX  be a G -metric space. Then, the following are equivalent: 
 .)()1( xtoconvergentGisxn   

.,0),,()2(  nasxxxG nn  
.,0),,()3(  nasxxxG n  

.,,0),,()4(  nmasxxxG nm  
 
Definition 2.5.[11] Let ),( GX  be a G -metric space, a sequence )( nx  is called G -Cauchy if given 

0 , there is Nn 0  such that ),,( lmn xxxG  for all 0,, nlmn   that is if 0),,( lmn xxxG  as 
lmn ,, . 

 
Proposition 2.6.[11] In a G -metric space ),( GX ,  the following are equivalent. 
  .)()1( CauchyGisxsequenceThe n   
  .,),,(,0)2( 00 nmnallforxxxGthatsuchNnexiststhereeveryFor mmn    
 
Definition 2.7.[11] Let ),( GX  and ),( GX   be G -metric spaces and let ),(),(: GXGXf   be a 

function, then f  is said to be G -continuous at a point Xa  if given 0 , there exists  0  such that 
 ),,(;, yxaGXyx  implies  ),,( fyfxfaG . A function f is G -continuous on X  if and only if it is 

G -continuous at all Xa . 
 
Proposition 2.8.[11]  Let ),( GX  and ),( GX   be G -metric spaces, then a function XXf :  is G -

continuous at a point Xx  if and only if it is G -sequentially continuous at x ; that is, whenever  )( nx  is 
G -convergent to x , )( nfx  is G -convergent to fx . 

 
Proposition 2.9.[11] Let ),( GX  be a G -metric space. Then, the function ),,( zyxG  is jointly 

continuous in all three of its variables. 
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Definition 2.10.[11] A G -metric space ),( GX  is said to be G -complete (or a complete G -metric 
space) if every G -Cauchy sequence in ),( GX  is G -convergent in ),( GX . 

 
Definition 2.11.[10] A mapping ),0[),0[: f  is called an altering distance function if the 

following properties are satisfied: 
fi)( is continuous and nondecreasing, 

.00)()(  ttfii  
 
Definition 2.12.[3] Let T  and S  be self mappings of a set X . If SxTxw  for some x in X , then x  

is called a coincidence  point of T  and S and w  is called a point of coincidence of T  and S . 
 
Definition 2.13.[9] The mappings XXST :, are said to be weakly compatible, if for every Xx , 

the following holds: 
TxSxwheneverTxSSxT  )()( . 

 
Remark 2.14.[15] The concept of weak compatibility is known to be the most general among all 

commutative concepts in fixed point theory. For example every pair of weakly commuting self maps and 
each pair of compatible self maps are weakly compatible, but the reverse is not always true. In fact, the 
notion of weakly compatible maps is more general than compatibility of type (A), compatibility of type 
(B), compatibility of type (C) and compatibility of type (P). For a review of those notions of 
commutability, see [8]. 

 
Proposition 2.15.[3]  Let S  and T  be weakly compatible self maps of a nonempty set X . If S  and T  

have a unique point of coincidence TxSxy  , then y  is the unique common fixed point of S  and T . 
 
Definition 2.16.[13] Let ),( GX  be a G -metric space and T  be a self mapping on X . Then T  is called 

expansive if there exists a constant 1a  such that for all Xzyx ,, , we have 
).,,(),,( zyxaGTzTyTxG   

 
Theorem 2.17.[16] Let ),( dX  be a complete metric space, and let XXT :  satisfies 

)),((),(),( yxdyxdTyTxd   
for all  Xyx , . If ),0[),0[:   is a continuous and nondecreasing function with 0)( t for all 

),0( t  and 0)0(  , then T  has a unique fixed point. 
 

III. MAIN RESULTS 

Our first main result is the following. 
Theorem 3.1. Let ),( GX  be a G -metric space and let  ,  be altering distance functions. Let the 

mappings XXfT :,  satisfy 
                                       )),,(()),,(()),,(( fyfyfxGfyfyfxGTyTyTxG                                  (3.1) 

for all Xyx , . If )()( XfXT   and )(Xf is a G -complete sunspace of X , then T  and f have a 
unique point of coincidence. Moreover, if T  and  f  are weakly compatible, then T  and f  have a unique 
common fixed point in X . 
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Proof. Let Xx 0 be arbitrary and we construct a sequence )( nfx  by NnTxfx nn   ,1 . This is 
possible since )()( XfXT  . We assume that nn fxfx 1 for all Nn . If ,1 nn fxfx  for some n , then 

,vfxTx nn   say. This shows that v  is a point of coincidence of T  and f . 
 
For any Nn , we have by using (3.1) that 
                                           )),,(()),,(( 111 nnnnnn TxTxTxGfxfxfxG    
                                                                               )),,(()),,(( 11 nnnnnn fxfxfxGfxfxfxG      (3.2) 
                                                                               )).,,(( 1 nnn fxfxfxG                                        (3.3) 
We claim that 

).,,(),,( 111 nnnnnn fxfxfxGfxfxfxG    
For, otherwise ),,(),,( 111   nnnnnn fxfxfxGfxfxfxG  implies that 

)),,,(()),,(( 111   nnnnnn fxfxfxGfxfxfxG     being nondecreasing. 
This together with (3.3) imply that 

)).,,(()),,(( 111 nnnnnn fxfxfxGfxfxfxG    
Thus, we obtain from (3.2) that 

.0)),,(( 1  nnn fxfxfxG  
By definition of  , we have 0),,( 1  nnn fxfxfxG  and so 1 nn fxfx  which is a contraction. This shows 

that  
                                                  ).,,(),,( 111 nnnnnn fxfxfxGfxfxfxG                                              (3.4) 
Put ),,( 11  nnnn fxfxfxGt , then from (3.4), we get 10  nn tt . Thus, the sequence )( nt is non-

increasing and bounded from below. Hence it converges to some 0r . 
 
Taking limit as n  in (3.2) and using continuity of   and  , we obtain 

),()()( rrr    
which implies that,  0)( r . Hence by a property of  , we get 0r .Then, we have 
                                                  .0),,(lim 11  nnnn

fxfxfxG                                                              (3.5) 

For mnNmn  ,, , we have by repeated use of the rectangle inequality and condition (3.5) that 
),,(),,(),,(),,( 122111 mmmnnnnnnmmn fxfxfxGfxfxfxGfxfxfxGfxfxfxG     

                                          .0  nas  
So, it follows that 
 

.,0),,(lim  nmasfxfxfxG mmn  
For )(,,, 5GNlmn   implies that 

).,,(),,(),,( mmlmmnlmn fxfxfxGfxfxfxGfxfxfxG   
Taking limit as lmn ,, , we get 0),,( lmn fxfxfxG . This shows that )( nfx  is a G -Cauchy 

sequence in )(Xf . Since )(Xf  is G -complete, there exist Xvu , such that .fuvfxn   
Again, by using (3.1) 
                                              )),,(()),,(( 1 TuTuTxGTuTufxG nn    
                                                                              )).,,(()),,(( fufufxGfufufxG nn             (3.6) 
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Taking limit as n and using continuity of  , , we obtain from condition (3.6) that 
0)),,(( TuTufuG  

which implies that, 0),,( TuTufuG  and so vTufu  . Hence v  becomes a point of coincidence of 
T  and f . 

For uniqueness, suppose there exists another point Xw  such that wTxfx   for some Xx . 
Then, 

)),,(()),,(( TxTxTuGwwvG    

                                                                                
)).,,(()),,((

)),,(()),,((
wwvGwwvG

fxfxfuGfxfxfuG






 

So, it must be the case that, 0)),,(( wwvG and 0),,( wwvG , yielding that wv  . 
If T  and f  are weakly compatible, then by Proposition 2.15, T  and f  have a unique common fixed 

point in X .  
 
Corollary 3.2 is a generalization of the main part of the result [[1], Theorem 2.1]. 
Corollary 3.2. Let ),( GX  be a complete G -metric space and let  ,  be altering distance functions. 

Suppose the mapping XXT :  satisfies 
                                       )),,(()),,(()),,(( yyxGyyxGTyTyTxG                                (3.7)                             

for all Xyx , . Then T  has a unique fixed point in X . 
Proof. Taking If  , the identity mapping in Theorem 3.1, we obtain the desired conclusion. 
 
    The following Corollary is a generalization of the result [[4], Theorem 2]. 

Corollary 3.3. Let ),( GX  be a complete G -metric space and let   be an altering distance function. 
Suppose the mapping XXT :  satisfies 

)),,((),,(),,( yyxGyyxGTyTyTxG   
for all Xyx , . Then T  has a unique fixed point in X . 
Proof. The proof can be obtained from the proof of Theorem 3.1 by considering If  and tt )( for all 

),0[ t . 
 
   Remark 3.4. Theorem 3.1 is an extension and generalization of Theorem 2.17 in metric spaces to G -
metric spaces. 
 

Corollary 3.5.[12] Let ),( GX  be a complete G -metric space and let the mapping XXT :  satisfies 
),,(),,( yyxkGTyTyTxG                                

for all ,, Xyx   where 10  k  . Then T  has a unique fixed point in X . 
Proof. The proof follows from the Theorem 3.1 by taking If  and tt )( ,  tkt )1()(   where 

10  k  is a constant. 
 
     As an application of Corollary 3.2, we have the following results. 

Theorem 3.6. Let ),( GX  be a complete G -metric space and let the mapping XXT :  be such that 

                                                          
),,(1

),,(),,(
2

yyxG
yyxGTyTyTxG


                                              (3.8)                       

for all Xyx , .  Then T  has a unique fixed point in X . 
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Proof. We define ),0[),0[:,   by tt )( and 
t

tt



1

)( . Then  and  are altering distance 

functions. We can rewrite (3.8) as follows: 
)),,(()),,(()),,(( yyxGyyxGTyTyTxG    

for all Xyx , , which is condition (3.7) of Corollary 3.2. Now Corollary 3.2 applies to obtain the desired 
conclusion. 
 

Theorem 3.7. Let ),( GX  be a complete G -metric space and let XXT :  be an onto mapping 
satisfying 

                                       )),,(()),,(()),,(( yyxGTyTyTxGTyTyTxG                                (3.9)                             
for all Xyx , , where  ,  are altering distance functions. Then T  has a unique fixed point in X . 
Proof. If yx   and TyTx  , then from (3.9) we have 

)),,((0 yyxG  
which implies that 0)),,(( yyxG and so 0),,( yyxG , yielding that yx  , a contradiction. Therefore, 
T  is one to one. Also, it is onto. Hence 1T  exists and let 1 TS . 
 
Now applying condition (3.9), we obtain 

)))(),(),((()))(),(),((()),,(()),,(( SyTSyTSxTGSyTSyTSxTGyyxGyyxG    
                                                           )),,(( SySySxG  
for all Xyx , . 
So, it must be the case that 

)),,(()),,(()),,(( yyxGyyxGSySySxG    
for all Xyx , . 
This shows that S satisfies condition (3.7) of Corollary 3.2. Hence by Corollary 3.2, S has a unique 

fixed point, say Xu . Then, 
TuSuTuSu  )(  

which gives that u is also a fixed point of T . 
For uniqueness, let v  be another fixed point of T . Then,  

)(TvSvTv   
implies that Tv  is also a fixed point of S . But u is the unique fixed point of S . So, vTvu   and 
therefore u is the unique fixed point of T . 

 
The following Corollary is the result [[13], Theorem 2.2]. 
Corollary 3.8. Let ),( GX  be a complete G -metric space and XXT : be an onto mapping satisfying 
                                                                ),,(),,( yyxkGTyTyTxG                                             (3.10)            

for all ,, Xyx   where 1k is a constant . Then T  has a unique fixed point in X . 

Proof. Taking tt )( ,  t
k

t 





 

11)(  for all  ),0[ t , we can rewrite condition (3.10) as follows: 

)),,(()),,(()),,(( yyxGTyTyTxGTyTyTxG    
for all ,, Xyx   which is condition (3.9) of Theorem 3.7. Thus, the result follows from Theorem 3.7. 
 

Remark 3.9. It is worth mentioning that the mappings satisfying condition (3.10) form a bigger 
category than the one of expansive mappings. 
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Remark 3.10. We see that Theorem 3.7 is a generalization of the result [[13], Theorem 2.2]. 

Furthermore, it is an extension of the result [[20], Theorem 1] in metric spaces to G -metric spaces. 
 
Corollary 3.11. Let ),( GX  be a complete G -metric space and XXT :  be an onto mapping 

satisfying 

                                                          ),,(
),,(1

),,(2

yyxG
TyTyTxG

TyTyTxG



                                             (3.11)                      

for all Xyx , .  Then T  has a unique fixed point in X . 

Proof. Taking tt )( , and 
t

tt



1

)(  for all  ),0[ t , we can rewrite condition (3.11) as follows: 

)),,(()),,(()),,(( yyxGTyTyTxGTyTyTxG    
for all Xyx , , which is condition (3.9) of Theorem 3.7. Thus, the conclusion of the Corollary follows 
from Theorem 3.7. 
 
We give an example to illustrate Theorem 3.1. 
Example 3.12. Let ]1,0[X  and define  RXXXG : by 

.,,),,( XzyxallforxzzyyxzyxG   
Then ),( GX is a G -metric space. Let XXfT :, be defined by 

.
4

,
84

2

XxallforxfxxxTx   

Let ),0[),0[:,   be such that 

).,0[,
2

)(,
2

)(
2

 tallfortttt   

It is a simple task to show that  , are altering distance functions. 
Let Xyx , . Without loss of generality, we assume that yx  . Then, 

TyTxTyTyTxGTyTyTxG  ),,(
2
1)),,((  

                                                                          

)).,,(()),,((

)(
8
1)),,((

8
1

44

8484

2

22

22

fyfyfxGfyfyfxG

yxfyfyfxG

yxyx

yyxx















 




















 

 
Thus, condition (3.1) of Theorem 3.1 is satisfied. Moreover,  )(),()( XfXfXT  is G -complete and 
fT , are weakly compatible. Thus we have all the conditions of Theorem 3.1 and X0 is the unique 

common fixed point of T  and f . 
 
We furnish an example to illustrate the fact that T  is onto in Theorem 3.7 is necessary. 
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Example 3.13. Let RX   and define  RXXXG : by 

.,,),,( XzyxallforxzzyyxzyxG   
Then ),( GX is a complete G -metric space. Let XXT : be defined by 









.023
,023

xforx
xforx

Tx  

 
Now, 

002323  yandxforyxTyTx  

                                                              

.003

003

00
3
43







yandxforyx

yandxforxy

yandxforxy

 

Also, 
 

0,3  yxforyxTyTx  
and 

.0,3  yxforyxTyTx  
Thus,  

.,3 XyxforyxTyTx   
 

Therefore, we have 
 

.,),,(362),,( XyxallforyyxGyxTyTxTyTyTxG   

Define ),0[),0[:,   by ).,0[,
3

)(,
2

)(  tallfortttt   Then  ,  are altering distance 

functions such that 

)),,((),,(
2
1),,(

6
1)),,(()),,(( yyxGyyxGTyTyTxGTyTyTxGTyTyTxG    

for all Xyx , . Thus, we have all the conditions of Theorem 3.7 except the surjective condition. We 
observe that T  has got no fixed point in X . 
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